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SAMIRA AHMED TALK
Samira Ahmed who presents Newswatch on the BBC, Front
Row on Radio 4 and other radio and television programmes
spoke to Sixth Form students on Wednesday 5th December
as part of the Careers and enrichment programme. Students
studying Media, Politics, History and Business Studies were
given priority but other Sixth Formers were also able to
attend.

Ms Ahmed spoke about her career and different aspects
of the media. She encouraged students to ask questions,
challenge the status quo
and keep an open mind. She
advised the young people
to pay attention to their
experiences because over
the years this past will help
shape their lives and give
them confidence for the
future.
CCF FIELD DAY
On Tuesday 27th November 23 cadets from Ernest Bevin
undertook a field training day at Pirbright. The senior
cadets led during the activities which included stands on
camouflage and concealment, moving tactically in section
formations and building shelters. It was a great opportunity
to put some of the practical skills cadets have been learning
into practice.

CHINA TANG TASTE TOUR
The China Tang Taste Tour was part of the PanOut initiative
and was primarily to give KS4 and KS5 pupils first hand
exposure to a high-end restaurant with the intention of
broadening their horizons and potentially inspiring them to
make career choices within the hospitality industry. It was a
great privilege to have such open access to all areas of the
restaurant.

The tour included: a talk and demonstration in the
cocktail bar; a visit to the private dining rooms; a talk
and demonstration from the sommelier, a full tour and
demonstrations from the chefs in the working kitchen. We
finished with a complimentary lunch that would have cost
£400!
Mr Compton
Yafiet 11CW said: "It was good to visit such an excellent
professional kitchen. China Tang inspired me by showing me
how the hospitality industry works, especially the teamwork
needed to succeed in the industry. It has helped me think
more about becoming a chef."
Bilal 11CW, "I was very impressed by the bartender and him
mixing the cocktails. When he first started I thought he was
going to spill it on the floor."

TIDEWAY TUNNEL TRIP
Sixth Form engineering students spent the day at the
Thames Tideway Tunnel (TTT) Carnworth Road Riverside
site in Fulham. The day started with a talk introducing
the boys to the TTT project, why it is necessary and how
it is being carried out. This included examples of the
engineering problems that must be overcome eg differing
geologies along the tunnel’s length, and minimising the
environmental impact of the works and completed tunnel.

They also took part in a discussion of the importance
of quality management in engineering which included
a practical activity where the boys worked in teams to
produce a product that met specified quality requirements.
There was an interactive presentation on the use of
computer aided systems in the design, planning and
management of major projects. This included a chance for
the boys to use the latest virtual reality applications where
2D paper drawings were brought to life on a computer
screen in full 3D.

We also had a tour of the site which included: the cube - an
immersive 3D simulation of the entire 25km tunnel; and the
outdoor works, including a chance to see the actual 8 metre
high tunnelling machine cutting head before it was lowered
into the tunnel entrance.
In addition the boys were able to talk with different types of
engineers working on the project and ask questions about
careers in Civil Engineering.
All the boys were very enthusiastic about what they had
seen. They found the sheer scale of the project quite an
eye-opener, but were particularly interested in the use of
CAD applications. They also found it helpful to see how
what they are learning in class relates to engineering in the
real world.
Mr Gooding

CHELSEA STADIUM TRIP
We took the train to Chelsea’s stadium and when we arrived,
it was a bit empty (but that was because there wasn’t a
match taking place). We came in through the entrance to
be greeted by security guards who searched our bags for
any prohibited items.

We were then escorted to an office at the back of the
whole stadium, and spoke with someone who worked
there. After giving us a brief introduction to the stadium
and the different jobs available, we were shown around the
cafeteria, where we talked to the head chef of Chelsea’s
food division about how much they had to cook when a
match was going on. A lot of food had to be made - 2,000
minimum.

We also got a tour of the executive boxes that are around
£1,000,000 to rent for a whole season! To be honest I
think that it should be cheaper because the boxes aren’t
that big on the inside. Although they did get exclusive
menus and offers when it came to food. Finally, we got
a close up tour of the pitch and it was extraordinary.
By Adrian & Calvin 9ALS

RAF BRIZE NORTON
We visited RAF Brize Norton to showcase the many career
opportunities and the associated benefits of a career in the
Royal Air Force. The tour of the base was very comprehensive
with the pupils being given a tour of a Hercules including
sitting in the flight deck and talking with the pilot. We
visited the staff accommodation, leisure facilities and the
base’s hospitality suite where we had lunch. We also visited
the control tower and the air traffic controllers gave us a
live demonstration of how they direct the planes leaving or
arriving at the base.
Mr Compton

LIFE COURSE
Well done to Purple Ties Joshua A, Ben and Abbas who are
the latest of our students to take part in the London Fire
Brigade’s Life Course. All three boys had great feedback
from the staff and found the experience very positive.
Joshua also won the Jack Petchey event and will be invited
to an awards ceremony in the New Year.
Ms Baum

Eyob 11EG, "I always
thought that the RAF was
just about being a soldier,
but when I went to Brize
Norton I learnt that they
have everything you need,
like houses, shops, cinema.
It is like living in a town and
there are all sorts of jobs
you can do. My favorite
place was the hospitality
suite because it was a
calm place and the people
working there were given
equal respect.”
Yafiet Binyam 11CW, "I learnt how the air traffic controllers
are really responsible for so much, especially when it's
cloudy. One small mistake and everything could go wrong
like a plane crash. I also really enjoyed and was impressed
by the Hercules plane especially if it runs out of fuel they can
refuel in the air."
SKILLS LONDON
On the 23rd November, we went to the Excel London Centre
for the Skills London exhibition with thirteen Year 12s, Miss
Muir and Mr Gooding. I had a great time because I had a lot
of opportunities to find out about careers, apprenticeships
and universities there.
I went to several exhibits. One of the places that I went to was
Heathrow Airlines they told us that they have a large range
of roles and opportunities for future employment. A few
of these roles included jobs in engineering, maintenance,
pilots and customers service.
I then went to the Virtual Reality (VR) Hotel exhibit to see
what it is like to use virtual reality in the hospitality industry.
The VR used was an interesting gadget because they were
trying to use technology in a futuristic way.
In addition, there were around 250 exhibitors and over
55,000 job opportunities for 15 to 24 year olds.
Bilal 12LTT

BODY WORLDS EXHIBITION
The PE and Art departments organised a joint trip to the
Body Worlds exhibition in Central London. Year 10 and 11
GCSE PE students, and Sixth Formers studying Personal
Training or A Level Art came together for the trip. It was a
different and immersive way for the students to understand
anatomy and physiology.

BRITISH JUDO NATIONALS
The British Nationals was held on the 1st December at
English Institute of Sports in Sheffield. This is the highest
level competition in the country and judoka who win medals
at this competition can be offered places in the British Judo
programme and are then barred from entering the British
Schools Championships. This year we took three boys, all of
whom were competing in the cadets or youngest category
of the competition
Adem 11SAA took a Bronze medal in under 50 kg. He
won his two first fights quickly but lost in the quarter final
against the eventual winner of the category. In repechage
he won two contests and secured the bronze medal with a
win against the currently ranked number one player in this
country.

YEAR 7 FOOTBALL
A brilliant team performance by the year 7 football team
saw them beat Scared Heart 3-0 in the first round of the
South London Cup on Monday 26th November. Goals were
scored by J’Quarm (2) 7GS and Alimamy (1) 7JLS. Man of the
match was Malek 7GS.

Malek said: “I couldn't do it without the team, I teamed up
with Louis, Michael and Syed to keep a clean sheet, we kept
it solid and J’Quarm slotted in two and Alimamy scored a
superb goal. I'm happy to receive man of the match as I felt
I played excellent.”
Mr Trodden

Adem has now won two British School medals and so, if he
secures another national medal, he will be in the British
Team.
Ayoub 11SAA won four contests but lost in the semi-final.
He also lost his bronze medal match and so came fifth – the
same position as last year. Yusuf 10LDM competing at his
first major national event came 4th in these championships.
Well done to all three boys for qualifying and competing at
this extremely high level.
Sensei Mike
DECEMBER QUIZ SOLUTIONS
Brain Trainer 185, 14, 91
Word Wheel - choc, choir, chomp, chop, choric, chromic,

YEAR 8 FOOTBALL
The Blue ties played a friendly game against Woodmansterne
School. The final result was 12-4 and Joint Man of the
match was Yahya 8SW and N’fa 8LXS. It was a reasonably
straightforward win but served as a good warm up for their
2nd round South London Cup game which they also won.

coir, comic, comp, corm, croc, crop, ichor, micro,
microchip, morph, ohmic, porch, primo, prom, romp

Blue Ties are through to the quarter final of the cup after
beating Charter East 3-1 on Monday 3rd December. Next up
is a league match against Ashcroft Academy and hopefully
the quarter final will be played before the Christmas break.
Mr Aalit

Diary Dates

Thursday 13th December
Year 7 Parents Evening 4.30-7pm
Wednesday 19th December
Winter Concert
Friday 21st December
Last day of term

